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Outlook for Investment Markets 

World equity markets have continued to recover from their 

North Korea related setback in August/September. 

Income-oriented asset classes (property, infrastructure) 

have lagged as the prospect of higher bond yields draws 

nearer. All the data suggest that the outlook for the world 

economy is improving, providing further support for growth 

asset performance, but valuations remain expensive across 

many asset classes and investors appear to be 

underappreciating the potential for adverse economic or 

geopolitical surprises. In New Zealand, the economy went 

into the election in strong shape, but the new government's 

likely changes to previous policies, while still not fully clear, 

have raised the level of uncertainty about future economic 

performance.  

 

New Zealand Cash & Fixed Interest — Review 

Once again short-term rates have been steady, as the 

Reserve Bank of New Zealand has stayed with an 

unchanged monetary policy stance. The official cash rate 

was held at 1.75% at the latest policy review on 28 Sept, 

and the 90-day bank bill rate continues to trade at just 

under 2.0% (currently 1.94%). Longer-term interest rates 

have tracked what has been happening overseas: Bond 

yields fell to low levels in early September, as investors 

worried by North Korea bought government bonds, but 

have risen again more recently as the immediate crisis 

passed. The 10-year New Zealand government bond yield, 

which got down to 2.77% (8 Sept), has since risen back up 

to 2.95%. The currency markets took the news of the new 

government makeup badly, with the New Zealand dollar 

dropping by a cent and a half against the US dollar, from 

US 71.6 cents to 70.1. The decline added to the NZD’s 

year-to-date depreciation: it is now down 2.8% in overall 

trade-weighted value this year. 

 

 

 

New Zealand Cash & Fixed Interest — Outlook 

Prior to the election, the outlook for interest rates was 

relatively predictable. The RBNZ was saying that it would 

keep the OCR at 1.75% all the way out to late 2019, when 

it would start to gradually raise interest rates. Some 

forecasters thought the RBNZ was right; others, and the 

futures markets’ pricing, preferred a view that OCR 

increases were indeed in the cards but would happen 

rather earlier, perhaps in the second half of 2018. Local 

bond yields would also gradually head higher in the wake 

of higher US bond yields, which tend to set the direction 

for local ones. 

 

After the election, however, the outlook is less clear. The 

incoming government is likely to revisit how the RBNZ 

works and what it should be aiming for and, in particular, 

may ask the bank to put a greater emphasis on high levels 

of employment. In the longer run, this suggests that 

monetary policy could be run on a looser stance for longer, 

with greater tolerance for higher inflation. This could lead 

to the OCR staying low for an extended period and bond 

yields rising a bit more than would have occurred 

otherwise. It will, however, take some time for the various 

personnel and policy changes to take place, and in the 

interim the likeliest outlook is for steady short-term interest 

rates and slightly higher bond yields if, as seems likely, US 

yields continue to rise. 

 

The new coalition arrangements also affect the outlook for 

the currency. Prior to the election, consensus forecasts 

were for little change in the NZD’s overall value. While the 

initial sell-off on the coalition news may have been reflexive 

and not a reliable guide to the longer-term outlook, 

subsequent comments from the incoming Prime Minister 

and from Mr. Peters critical of the market economy and of 

capitalism are not the sort of pronouncements forex 

traders typically like to hear. It is possible that traders and 

investors will remain wary of the NZD until they have a 

clearer view of the details of the new government’s 

October 2017 
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policies, and the immediate risks lie more towards a 

weaker than a stronger NZD. 

 

New Zealand Property — Review 

Although there have been a number of small cycles during 

the year, the net result is that local listed property has 

made little overall progress. The S&P/NZX All Real Estate 

Index has made a small capital gain (2.3%) for the year and 

has provided an overall return including dividends of 5.9% 

(6.6% including imputation credits). It has significantly 

underperformed the wider share market. 

 

New Zealand Property — Outlook 

The sector continues to benefit from the strong economy. 

As examples, JLL’s latest "Retail Pulse" report on Auckland 

central business district retail space said that “The CBD 

retail market remains incredibly tight with little availability 

in the prime waterfront and downtown areas. Performance 

is being driven by the growth in white collar employment, 

increasing tourism numbers, and an apartment pipeline 

which will see more and more people living within the 

CBD." JLL’s equivalent report on Auckland offices said that 

although some new supply is in the pipeline, “Absorption 

to date has been strong and an oversupply situation does 

not look likely. Strong white-collar job growth and 

population expansion are forecast to underpin future 

demand with prime space particularly tight." Other than in 

the central Christchurch office market, where according to 

Colliers the rebuild supply has created a 20% vacancy rate 

and falling rentals, operating conditions remain very robust.  

 

Investors, however, do not seem attracted to the sector, 

even though the economic fundamentals are strong and 

valuations are not demanding. The sector offers a cash-in-

hand yield of 5.0% (a gross yield of close to 7.0%), which 

would leave a generous differential over bond yields even 

if bond yields move higher, and prices are close to net 

tangible asset value. It is probable that investors have set 

their sights on the much higher capital gains that have been 

available in the rest of the market, and it may take some 

setback to put more-defensive sectors like the property 

shares back into play.  

 

Australian & International Property — Review 

A-REITs are currently one of the few subsectors of the 

Australian share market in the red for the year. The 

S&P/ASX 200 A-REITs Index has lost 3.7% in capital value 

for the year to date and is still narrowly on the losing side 

of the ledger (down 0.4%) even after including dividend 

income. 

 

Global property has performed rather better than its 

Australian equivalent but has also been an underperformer. 

Unlike the wider global equity market, it has struggled to 

make headway in the wake of the August/September North 

Korea setback. For the year to date, the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT 

Global Index in USD has delivered a total net return 

(including taxed dividends) of 11.1%, underperforming the 

18.1% net USD return from the MSCI World Index. Europe 

has remained the standout performer: Excluding Europe, 

the developed economy listed property markets would 

have returned only 5.4%. Germany was especially strong, 

with a net return of 33.7%.  

  

Australian & International Property — Outlook 

National Australia Bank's latest (September) 

comprehensive survey of commercial property showed an 

ongoing patchwork picture. Some sectors and regions are 

doing very well indeed: Offices in New South Wales (and 

to a lesser degree in Victoria) are the pick of the bunch, 

with rentals expected to grow by 3.3% during the next year 

and capital values to rise by 3.4%, and CBD hotels are also 

performing very strongly. But Western Australia is still 

taking a long time to emerge from the post-mining boom, 

with high vacancy rates in the office (15%) and industrial 

(10%) sectors, and rents and property values are expected 

to continue falling in the coming year. 

 

Retail in particular faces headwinds. As noted in the 

Australian Equities section, cyclically households remain 

cautious with their spending, and structurally there is also 

http://www.morningstar.com.au/s/fsg.pdf
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the existential threat from online retailers. The NAB survey 

showed that (unlike in the other sectors) retail vacancy 

rates are expected to rise during the next two years, and 

rents are expected to drop a little (by 0.6%) in the coming 

year before (hopefully) stabilising the year after. The uphill 

outlook for retail is a particular difficulty for A-REITs 

because of the high weighting of the big shopping centre 

owners in the sector. 

 

Valuations remain reasonable, with the dividend yield 

around 5.1% and offering a slightly more generous 

differential over bonds than its historical average. Other 

valuation measures such as price/net tangible asset value 

also look tenable. But currently the sector does not appear 

to offer a compelling enough story to entice increased 

investor interest. 

 

For global property, one clear plus is the improvement in 

the pace of world economic activity. In the eurozone, for 

example, Knight Frank’s latest European Outlook report 

says that “strong economic growth, combined with very 

favourable occupier market dynamics [i.e., high occupier 

demand, and limited existing and new supply], will 

continue to attract international capital to markets 

including Germany, Spain and the Netherlands." As usual, 

not every sector and region is being lifted by the tide: In 

particular, the online retailer threat from the likes of 

Amazon continues to weigh on retail property, with Knight 

Franks noting in a report on UK shopping centres that 

“Transactions are at a 7-year historic low," reflecting “A 

stand-off: investors only seeing value in the sector at levels 

below vendors’ aspirations." In general, however, the 

outlook for operating performance is clearly improving. 

 

The drawback remains valuation. There is an argument that 

the recent underperformance of listed property has 

improved relative valuation: Cohen & Steers, in a recent 

report on European listed property, pointed out that the P/E 

ratio on global property (at 18.0 times funds from 

operations) is near the bottom of its five-year range and is 

cheaper than the P/E ratio on global equities (19.3 times 

earnings), which is at the top of its range for the same 

period. At the moment, however, investors seem more 

concerned about the threat of rising bond yields, and 

reasonably so. The current yield on the global index is 

3.73%, which will not be competitive if, as consensus 

forecasts currently expect, the yield on the 10-year 

Treasury bond is indeed 3.0% in a year’s time.  

 

Global Infrastructure — Review 

In recent weeks, global listed infrastructure has parted 

company from the wider global share market. Although 

world shares in general have gone on to register further 

gains after a period of nervousness about North Korea in 

August and early September, infrastructure equities sold 

off during much of September and into early October. In the 

past week or so they have registered some modest gains, 

and for the year to date the S&P Global Infrastructure Index 

in USD terms is up 16.1% in capital value and up 18.8% 

including taxed dividends. Although earlier in the year 

infrastructure had handily outperformed world equities, the 

recent sell-off means that there is now little between 

them, with global shares returning 18.1% including taxed 

dividends. 

 

Global Infrastructure — Outlook 

The outlook for the global economy has mixed impacts on 

the sector. As the ASX-listed infrastructure company Argo 

said in its latest report, the improving global cycle has been 

good news: “The more economically sensitive subsectors, 

such as railways and toll roads, advanced as global 

economic data remained healthy and geopolitical concerns 

with North Korea retreated from elevated levels." But the 

plans by the Fed and the Bank of England to raise interest 

rates have been “causing the more interest rate sensitive 

subsectors to come under pressure."  

 

Late last year and earlier this year, the Trump 

administration's promised spend-up on US infrastructure 

had been a key driver for the sector, both in its own right 

and as signalling that other major economies would also, 

belatedly, address widespread infrastructure deficits. 

http://www.morningstar.com.au/s/fsg.pdf
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However, the spend-up has not materialised, investors are 

no longer as minded to chase income-oriented sectors like 

infrastructure, and sector valuations remain expensive, 

with Standard & Poor’s calculating that the prospective P/E 

ratio is a pricey 20.5 times expected earnings. Unless one 

or more of these drivers turn for the better, the sector looks 

likely to continue underperforming. 

 

Australasian Equities — Review 

Share prices initially took the news of a Labour/New 

Zealand First/Greens government quite badly, with prices 

dropping by a little more than 1% immediately after the 

announcement late in the afternoon of 19 Oct. The 

following day, however, the S&P/NZX Index recovered all 

the lost ground, and for the year to date the index is up 

14.0% in capital value and by 18.1% in total return terms 

including dividend income. 

 

After largely missing out on the global bull market in 

equities this year, Australian shares have finally shown 

some vitality. For the month to date, the S&P/ASX 200 

Index is up by 4.8%, and this month’s rise has been 

sufficient to take the year-to-date capital gain to 4.3% 

(8.0% total return, including dividends). Nearly all the 

subsectors (other than A-REITs) are now in the black for 

the year, led by the industrials (14.3% capital gain) and IT 

(12.0%). There have also been decent gains for the miners 

(10.5%) and consumer staples (10.1%). The financials, 

which have been a drag on performance all year, have 

continued to lag, with only a small 1.8% gain. 

 

Australasian Equities — Outlook 

Up to the news of the coalition makeup, the economy was 

looking in reasonable shape. One business survey–the ANZ 

Bank’s September poll of business confidence–appeared to 

signal some degree of political nervousness, but by and 

large business and consumer surveys were positive. The 

most recent ones, the September performance indices 

compiled by BNZ/Business NZ, showed that “In contrast to 

measures of business confidence that have noticeably 

dipped around the election, the PSI [the services sector 

index], as a survey of changes in actual activity, has held 

up well. The small monthly decline was well within usual 

variation. In combination with its strong manufacturing PMI 

cousin...it all suggests the economy maintained a decent 

amount of momentum in the third quarter."  

 

But the outlook has become more uncertain: while a 

National/NZ First coalition would have represented a fair 

degree of policy continuity, the impact of the actual 

Labour/NZ First/Greens outcome is more difficult to assess, 

but could be considerable. As one veteran political 

commentator put it, “New Zealand may be about to see 

the biggest change of economic direction since the reforms 

that started 33 years back in 1984." 

 

At time of writing, the details of the coalition agreement 

had not been made public, though some can be guessed 

at. As noted earlier, it will highly likely involve some change 

to monetary policy de-emphasising the current focus on 

inflation targeting. Some reduction in immigration from 

current levels also seems likely, as does increased 

spending on infrastructure (an improved rail link to 

Northland, for example) and social housing. Fiscal policy 

could become more expansionary, though on the other 

hand personal tax cuts planned by the previous 

administration will not go ahead, and we might yet see 

some form of capital gains tax provisions. 

 

Until the details are revealed, some degree of caution looks 

advisable. Arguably, looser fiscal and monetary policies 

could be quite helpful for equity performance, but on the 

other hand business confidence reacted quite negatively in 

1999-2000 to the early days of the last Labour government. 

It may even be that any domestic political effects get 

trumped by the positive effects of the strengthening global 

economy. “Wait and see” is probably the best approach at 

the moment to New Zealand equity allocations, especially 

as the market has already had an extended run of good 

performance and is priced on a reasonably demanding 

valuation of 20 times expected corporate earnings. 

 

http://www.morningstar.com.au/s/fsg.pdf
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In Australia, business surveys suggest that the business 

sector continues to do reasonably well. The latest PMIs 

compiled by the Australian Industry Group for 

manufacturing, services and construction, and by the 

Commonwealth Bank of Australia for manufacturing and 

services, agree that the surveyed sectors are all growing, 

though a little more slowly than in previous months. And 

National Australia Bank’s latest (September quarter) 

business survey generally found quite upbeat conditions, 

with NAB saying that “Business conditions [a mix of 

trading, profitability, hiring] are well above their long-run 

average and at their highest level since early 2008." 

 

But there remains a significant proviso. The consumer is 

still missing in action. As the CBA commented at the time 

on the latest consumer spending data, “Today’s August 

retail trade report was a shocker. Sales fell by 0.6% during 

the month following a revised 0.2% decline in July 

(previously reported as flat)." The ANZ Bank/Roy Morgan 

survey of consumer confidence is also not encouraging, 

with the ANZ saying that the latest data “has been 

hovering around its long-run average for some months with 

no clear trend...there is no doubt that current household 

conditions remain stretched because of high debt levels 

and slow wage growth. We suspect these will remain 

constraints on the outlook for households for some time." 

The NAB’s business survey had also picked up on weak 

retail conditions: “reads on the retail sector have been 

quite poor both in our Survey and elsewhere, which is 

concerning given the importance of consumption to the 

growth outlook." 

 

It is possible that the improving labour market may turn 

consumers’ mood around. September’s jobs data came in 

a bit better than anticipated–19,800 new jobs, and a drop 

in the unemployment rate from 5.6% to 5.5%–and mean 

that during the past year the economy has created a very 

sizeable 372,000 increase in employment. That ought, in 

time, to loosen consumers’ purse strings.  

 

For now, however, they continue to be constrained by debt 

financing costs, higher utility bills, and slow wage growth, 

and there is still no clear sign of the sort of pickup in the 

overall economy that would give a strong lift to equity 

performance. The rise in equities this month might be a 

tentative sign that investors are beginning to see the 

outline of some acceleration down the track–though it 

could as easily be global equity optimism carrying local 

sentiment up with it–but it will take a bit more evidence 

before Australian equity investors can be confident that the 

long period of equity underperformance is finally winding 

down. 

 

International Fixed Interest — Review 

World bond yields have risen in recent weeks. In early 

September they had fallen to a cyclical low as investors, 

worried about a potential clash with North Korea, had 

sought the safety of government bonds, sending prices up 

and yields down. More recently, however, the degree of 

concern over geopolitical risk has reduced, and, in addition 

to less "safe-haven" buying, a variety of other factors have 

also nudged yields back up again. In the US, proposed tax 

cuts, though still far from actuality, could mean faster 

growth and a larger fiscal deficit, which would likely push 

yields higher. And in a number of jurisdictions (the United 

States, the United Kingdom, the eurozone) previously very 

accommodative monetary policy is beginning to turn 

towards a modestly less supportive setting, again pointing 

towards interest rates starting to move back from their 

unusually low levels. 

 

In the US, for example, the benchmark 10-year Treasury 

yield, which had hit a North Korea affected low of 2.04% 

on 7 Sept, is now back up to 2.32%. There have been 

similar increases in the equivalent yields in the UK (0.97% 

on 7 Sept to 1.28% now) and the eurozone (0.30% to 

0.40%). Japan is the major exception, where the central 

bank looks likely to stay with its very easy monetary policy, 

and the 10-year government bond yield, though up by a tiny 

amount since early September, remains close to zero 

(currently 0.065%). 

http://www.morningstar.com.au/s/fsg.pdf
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Recent rises in yields have detracted from returns, because 

of the associated capital losses. For the year to date, 

however, yields in aggregate have not risen far from where 

they were at the start of the year, so the capital impact 

thus far has been relatively minor, and partly offset by falls 

in credit spreads on corporate debt. For the year to date, in 

terms of unhedged USD total return, the Bloomberg 

Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index has returned 5.9%, 

with global government bonds returning 5.7%, global 

corporate bonds 7.6%, emerging-markets debt 7.9%, and 

global high yield (low credit quality) 10.0%. 

 

International Fixed Interest — Outlook 

The outlook remains as before: In the US, UK, and the 

eurozone, though not Japan, monetary policy is likely to be 

slowly and carefully normalised after an extended period of 

exceptionally low interest rates, which will make life 

difficult for bond investors. 

 

In the US, for example, the latest forecasts from the Wall 

Street Journal’s large panel of forecasters shows that they 

expect a further 0.25% increase in the federal-funds rate 

by the end of this year and two or three further 0.25% hikes 

during the course of next year. They also expect the 10-

year Treasury bond yield to rise from its current 2.3% to 

2.5% by the end of this year and to 3.0% by the end of 

2018. This would represent a careful and gradual 

withdrawal of monetary policy support, but there are risks 

the pace could be quicker. At time of writing, President 

Trump had not decided who to nominate as next chair of 

the Fed, but some of the people being canvassed as 

successors to the incumbent Janet Yellen (who could still 

be reappointed) might well opt for a brisker rate of 

tightening. 

 

The story is the same in the UK. The most recent (October) 

Bloomberg survey of UK economists, for example, found 

that three fourths of them think there will be a 0.25% 

increase in the UK policy rate at the Bank of England’s next 

policy meeting on 2 Nov but that rates will then stay on 

hold all the way out to 2019, when they expect two more 

0.25% increases. 

 

In the eurozone, outright interest-rate increases still look 

some considerable time away–possibly not until 2019–but 

speculation ahead of the European Central Bank’s next 

policy meeting on 26 Oct has suggested the ECB may soon 

announce that it will scale back the amount of bonds it has 

been buying in an effort to keep bond yields very low. 

Among major markets, only in Japan is monetary policy 

expected to remain at its current full-on supportive setting. 

 

This all makes for an uncomfortable outlook for bonds, and 

it is not surprising that in the latest (October) Bank of 

America Merrill Lynch survey of fund managers, 85% 

thought bonds were overvalued, 82% expected yields to 

rise during the next year, and a net 61% are underweight 

in bonds. It was also not surprising that the risk fund 

managers were most worried about was a policy mistake 

by the Fed or the ECB as they set out on the difficult 

exercise of unwinding their post-crisis programmes of 

monetary stimulus. 

 

The fund managers were also concerned about the 

previous lemminglike rush into outstanding niches of yield 

in a low-interest-rate world. The BAML survey asks them 

what they think are the “most crowded trades”: The single 

most crowded trade was technology shares, but the 

second was US and eurozone corporate bonds, where 

credit premiums have been driven down to unsupportable 

levels.  

 

At the start of this year, for example, the yield on eurozone 

high-yield debt was 3.33%, when the yield on the 10-year 

German government bond was 0.17%: Investors were 

being paid a credit premium of 3.16% a year to hold low-

quality rather than high-quality debt. Currently the low-

quality yield has dropped to 2.17%, while the high-quality 

yield has risen to 0.46%, meaning that the credit premium 

has almost halved, to 1.71%.  
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As noted later, investors are currently not paying a great 

deal of mind to potential risks (economic or geopolitical), 

and there is a case to be made that holding an appropriate 

allocation of bonds still acts as a useful insurance policy 

against risks that others appear to be underestimating. But 

that is as far as the good news extends: The economic 

fundamentals are currently lined up against bonds, and in 

particular against niches (such as lower-quality corporate 

bonds) where value is most stretched. 

 

International Equities — Review 

After the setback in August and early September caused 

by the North Korean missile tensions, world equities have 

recovered strongly in the remainder of September and into 

October. Currently the MSCI World Index of developed 

economies, in the currencies of its component markets, is 

up 5.8% from its North Korea related low on 21 Aug. For 

the year to date, the index is up by 13.1% in its local 

currencies and by 16.2% in USD terms (18.1% including the 

taxed value of dividends). 

 

By region, American shares have performed strongly: The 

S&P 500 is up 15.0% in capital value for the year to date. 

The technology sector has been in especially high demand, 

with the Nasdaq’s computer stocks up 32.9% and its 

biotechs up 25.2%. European shares as measured by the 

FTSE Eurofirst300 Index are up by 7.2%: Eurozone markets 

have reflected the improving eurozone economy, with 

German shares up 13.2% and French shares 10.5%, but UK 

shares have lagged on Brexit uncertainties, with the FTSE 

100 Index up by only 5.3%. Japanese shares, which had 

meandered for most of the year, have risen sharply since 

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe called a snap general election 

on 25 Sept, and the Nikkei Index is now up 12.3% for the 

year to date. 

 

The emerging markets have done even better again. The 

MSCI Emerging Markets Index is up 25.6% in the emerging 

markets’ own currencies and by an even stronger 29.9% in 

USD terms. The main BRIC markets have led the way, with 

strong rises in Brazil (Bovespa Index up 26.8%) and India 

(Sensex Index up 21.6%), a smaller contribution from China 

(Shanghai Composite up 8.9%), but little or nothing from 

Russia (FTSE Russia Index up 3.3% but the RTS Russia 

Index down 1.6%). 

 

International Equities — Outlook 

The global macroeconomic outlook remains supportive for 

equity performance. The latest (October) forecasts from 

the IMF, for example, say that “The pickup in growth...is  

strengthening. The global growth forecast for 2017 and 

2018–3.6% and 3.7%, respectively–is 0.1 percentage point 

higher in both years than in [earlier] forecasts. Notable 

pickups in investment, trade, and industrial production, 

coupled with strengthening business and consumer 

confidence, are supporting the recovery. With growth 

outcomes in the first half of 2017 generally stronger than 

expected, upward revisions to growth are broad based, 

including for the euro area, Japan, China, emerging Europe, 

and Russia. These more than offset downward revisions for 

the United States, the United Kingdom, and India." 

 

Another potentially positive element is the prospect of tax 

cuts in the US. Equity markets had risen strongly after 

President Trump’s election last year on  expectations of a 

strong fiscal boost–what has been called “the Trump 

trade” or “the reflation trade”–but had been subsequently 

disappointed by political dysfunction, which had prevented 

tax policy changes. At time of writing, however, the 

Senate's passage of a budget bill on 19 Oct appears to have 

made passage of a tax reform bill substantially more likely, 

and a reinvigorated Trump trade appears to be one element 

in the recent strong run for global equities. 

 

Fund managers are also increasingly of the view that the 

global economy is firming. In the BAML fund manager 

survey mentioned earlier, the proportion expecting good 

times ahead (“above-trend growth and below-trend 

inflation”) exceeded the proportion expecting ho-hum 

times (“below-trend growth and below-trend inflation”) for 

the first time since 2011. As a result, a net 45% of fund 
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managers are now overweight in equities, the highest level 

in six months. 

 

But there are still two significant challenges to further 

strong equity performance. 

 

The first is valuations, which are high by historical 

standards, especially in the US. Fund managers in the 

BAML survey have responded by going overweight in other 

parts of the world, particularly the eurozone, where a net 

58% of managers were overweight in October, but also 

emerging markets (net 41%) and Japan (net 23%). They 

have stayed underweight in the US (net 21%) and, because 

of Brexit risks, in the UK (net 31% underweighting). 

 

The second challenge is underappreciated risk. The fund 

managers can see potential upsets down the track–their 

top three were monetary policy mistakes by the Fed or ECB, 

North Korea, and a bond market crash–and so can the IMF. 

Its list also included monetary policy missteps,but added 

other financial sector stresses (for example, the fragile 

state of some eurozone banks), protectionism, deflation, 

and geopolitical risks.  

 

The fund managers were taking some modest steps to 

recognise the risks: They are on balance overweight in 

cash, but on the other hand the actual cash level in the 

average portfolio (4.7%) is not especially high. Other 

measures, however, suggest that investors as a whole 

appear to be paying little mind to any of these risks 

materialising: Measures such as the VIX index of expected 

volatility in US share prices, for example, continue to track 

at levels consistent with totally unruffled investors.  

 

Cautiously successful normalisation of monetary policy and 

an improving economic outlook still look like the most 

probable scenario, and equities should make further gains 

if it comes to hand. But current valuations and investor 

complacency leave little room for error if something goes 

wrong. 

 

Performance periods unless otherwise stated generally 

refer to periods ended 20 Oct 2017.  
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To the extent the report contains any general advice or 

‘class service’ this has been prepared by Morningstar 

Australasia Pty Ltd and/or Morningstar Research Ltd, 

without reference to your objectives, financial situation or 

needs. Please refer to our Financial Services Guide (FSG) 

for more information including our conflict management 

procedures at www.morningstar.com.au/s/fsg.pdf. You 

should consider the advice in light of these matters and if 

applicable, the relevant Product Disclosure Statement 
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Copyright 

© The material contained in this document is copyright of 
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rights reserved. Except as permitted by the Copyright Act 

1968 (Australia) or Copyright Act 1994 (New Zealand), you 

may not reproduce, transmit, disseminate, sell or publish 

this information without the written consent of 
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Disclaimer 

All care has been taken in preparing this report. However, 

please note we base our financial product research on 

current information provided to us by third parties 

(including financial product issuers) which we cannot 

necessarily verify. While we use all reasonable efforts to 

obtain information from reliable sources, we do not 

guarantee the data or content contained herein to be 

accurate, complete or timely. To the extent that our 

research is based on information received from other 

parties, no liability is accepted by Morningstar, its affiliates 

nor their content providers for errors contained in the report 

or omissions from the report. Morningstar determines its 

ratings on information disclosed to it by financial product 

issuers and on past performance of products. Past 

performance is no guarantee of future performance. 

 

More Information 

If you wish to obtain further information regarding this 

report, licensing and our services, please contact 

Morningstar Client Services at 

helpdesk.nz@morningstar.com 
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